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R9T TECHNOLOGY

ALL THE EXPERTISE OF BRIDGESTONE CYCLE GOES INTO THIS TIME TRIAL FRAME

TT bike developed without preconceptions

R9T is the first time trial bike that Bridgestone Cycle has ever pro-

duced. We think TT bikes are the result of every bit of technical ex-

pertise in the development of sports bikes because they need to be 

the fastest. That’s why we reconsidered our whole style of bicycle 

production and needed to develop our TT bike from scratch. The 

front fork, the down tube and the chain stays are the three parts that 

played an important role in the development of R9T. We started by 

redesigning the lower half of the frame for general performance. For 

us, the lower half of a bicycle frame is the same as the spine in human 

beings because stability, stiffness and acceleration all come from it.

Asymmetrical construction that doesn’t waste 
pedaling output

By improving the stiffness around the BB area, the frame was 

strengthened to take the huge output from pedaling. This develop-

ment was based on conclusions about appropriate stiffness based 

on our long experience and achievements in track racing and precise 

stress analysis. In addition to this, the chain stays are asymmetrical 

and the cross section of the drive-side is squared to withstand huge 

tension from the chain. Also, the chain stay length is shortened as 

much as possible to keep the bike agile due to its high stiffness. The 

lower the center of gravity gets, the more stable the bike rides es-

pecially for time trial bikes. By lowering the center of gravity on this 

bike, we obtained excellent performance in such areas as high-speed 

stability and gentle behavior when pedaling in a standing position.

Low center of gravity, aerodynamics, extra small size

We placed the rear brakes and shifting system at the bottom of the 

frame to lower the center of gravity. Shimano’s direct mount brakes 

are located underneath the BB, where the battery of Shimano Di2 

electronic shifting is integrated. We achieved a drastic lowering of the 

center of gravity by placing these heavier parts at the bottom of the 

bike. We also paid attention to the ærodynamic shape in order to re-

duce drag. Not only dœs the frame have the minimized frontal project-

ed area, but the original stem and seatpost that come with the frame 

help to to manage the airflow. It is our standard policy to pursue the 

ideal shape as well as the utility. Finally, we offer a SS size for smaller 

riders by utilizing our experience in developing smaller road bikes. 

Innovative graphic that shows our concept 
for development 

The R9T has a vivid yet simple and innovative graphic that shows our 

concept for development. The graphic pattern on the top tube is par-

allel to the ground and makes the tube look thinner and supple so that 

the bike looks like it runs fast. The gloss black part on the bottom of 

the frame graphically shows its high stiffness while the red accent 

represents the inner spirit. We would like everyone to see this design 

in person on an actual bike.

Asymmetrical chain stays
The BB area is as stiff as that of track frames. In addition to this, the frame uses an asym-

metrical design with a bigger chain stay on the drive side. It withstands the pedaling power 

to convert into torque and reduces flex as much as possible.

Integrated Di2 battery slot
The frame is strictly designed for Di2 

electronic shifting and the wiring is opti-

mized. The heavy battery is inserted into 

the seat tube from the bottom of the BB 

to lower the whole center of gravity of the 

bike. (The transparent model in the photo 

shows the interior battery placement.)

Original stem
R9T comes with an original stem that fol-

lows the contour of the frame. Everything 

from the head cap to the steering column 

is integrated. The stem has a seamless de-

sign that contours the frame to minimize the 

turbulence around it.
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THE BIKE WILL BE BUILT TO PERFECTLY MATCH THE RIDER

One’s ideal bike will be realized with a custom-made 
carbon frame

RXR is a custom-made carbon frame that offers a perfect fit and 

optimal  ride quality. With this process, the frame geometry can be 

adjusted down to the millimeter and seven different levels of stiffness 

are available to suit one’s purpose and strength, which is impossible 

in the standard manufacturing process. The Japanese artisans build 

up a frame with genuine craftsmanship. With our knowledge and 

technology, the result is an ultimate custom-made carbon frame that 

offers a perfect fit.

Adjusting frame geometry in millimeters

The ordering system for RXR takes place in the “fitting system” in 

which we suggest an appropriate geometry and rigidity for each 

person. This system consists of the “fitting machine” that measures 

one’s body and strength, and the “fitting software” that calculates 

geometry and rigidity. This is, so to speak, a mobile laboratory that 

offers our scientific analysis. Some parts on the fitting machine such 

as the handlebars and saddle determine the position and are adjust-

able down to the millimeter. Once body measurements and purpose 

are input to the fitting software, the ideal position is automatically 

calculated and the fitting machine follows it. Thus, a rider can ex-

perience how the ideal fit works on the machine as if he or she rides 

on an actual bike. The top tube is adjustable in 5mm increments. 

Also, some types of handling properties and the BB drop that de-

termines acceleration and stability of the bike are available so that 

each person can select a bike that fits his riding style and favorite 

performance.

Selecting stiffness to fit one’s purpose and riding style

In this process, we also measure each person’s power output and 

heart rate by incrementing pedaling load for 8 distinct levels. The 

particular level of stiffness will be determined by measuring an-

aerobic power output and VO2 Max while pedaling under each in-

cremetally increased load. The fitting software will then analyze the 

result to consider the lateral stiffness of the hangers and torsional 

stiffness in accordance with one’s purpose, strength and riding style, 

suggesting a degree of stiffness from seven levels. Even though the 

frame shares its shape with others, it matches with a wide variety of 

riding styles, from a sprinter who prefers a stiffer frame to a climber 

who wants to keep the bike as light as possible.

Frame design that utilizes a custom-made process

To execute an order for geometry and stiffness, we redesigned the 

frame construction of RXR and adopted a special manufacturing 

method; there are many different lengths and levels of stiffness for 

carbon tubes along with carbon lugs, and they are cleverly bonded 

together. The frame features the latest design that uses our own 

shape optimization theory based on stress analysis. Our unique 

head tube is tapered to 1-1/4” for the lower bearing so that a bigger 

fork can offer precise handling. For the riding performance, even the 

power output of a pro racer can be transmitted to the ground without 

any energy loss. This is efficiently accomplished by the combination 

of the diamond shaped large down tube and the chain stays with the 

square BB area. Finally, the integrated seat post shaves off some 

weight and is compatible with the wiring for the latest electronic shift-

ing.

Frames with millimeter accuracy hand-made by 
skilled artisans

Our skilled and experienced Japanese artisans precisely create the 

appropriate geometry and stiffness. They connect carbon tubes to 

lugs with millimeter accuracy and faithfulness. This is the process 

where the soul is brought to the RXR. Customizing the bike elimi-

nates dissatisfaction and anxiety about geometry and stiffness by 

selecting the precise measurements from scientific analysis execut-

ed at our laboratory. RXR can realize every rider’s ideal. It’s simply 

the ultimate carbon frame that exhibits everything we offer.

A set of carbon parts has multiple options with different layers of carbon and can be ad-

justed to one of the seven levels of frame stiffness once they are selected. These parts will 

be assembled to �t the rider’s body and preference with millimeter accuracy.

The skilled artisans assemble the carbon parts accurately to suit a custom geometry in 

the factory in Ageo City, Saitama, where the headquarters of Bridgestone Cycle is also lo-

cated. They glue the parts carefully, precisely regulating the temperature and placement.

RXR TECHNOLOGY
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R9R TECHNOLOGY

LOSS MINIMIZATION AND PURE PROPULSION, TITLE WINNING ROAD RACER

A new concept born from the Bridgestone Central Laboratory

Bridgestone Cycle offers racing bikes. R9R is one, the pinnacle of the 

racing models that realize our concept. It is very different from the past 

models in the development process. We developed the bike together 

with the Bridgestone Central Laboratory, who carefully simulated, 

tested and assessed it. Through this joint work, we analyzed and 

quantified the sense of “required performance” that athletes feel, 

and then reflected it in the development of the R9R. This led to the 

latest design concept, that controls and maximizes propulsive force, 

which we call PROFORMAT, an abbreviation of “Propulsive Force 

Maximization Analysis Technology”. 

Frame design that maximizes propulsive force

Here is one fact about PROFORMAT. The BB is where the power 

output from a rider is transmitted via pedals when pedaling, and gets 

displaced against the center of the bike. Riders feel the displacement 

as so-called “whip” or “stiffness”, which is added to by the tension 

caused by the chain. This results in slanting the rear wheel to one side, 

which causes in the rider a sense that the bike doesn’t ride forward 

as expected. To avoid this problem, one solution would simply be to 

make a stiff frame, but doing so can often result in too much stiffness. 

The power output from pedaling should be efficiently transmitted to 

where the bike is going, which means maximizing the propulsive force. 

There are two major aspects of this design. One is making the front 

triangle stiffer to reduce the displacement of the BB and the other 

is giving the rear triangle the proper amount of stiffness so as not 

to transmit the displacement to the rear wheel. We combined this 

design with the right amount of compliance to make a bike that moves 

forward efficiently. Compared to the previous model,  this version 

rides 4cm further in 8 sec in the same conditions. 

Ultra high modulus carbon shaves more weight

We use the latest ultra high modulus carbon that has 1.5 times 

higher elastic modulus than the past carbon material used for the 

higher end bikes. As a result, we have achieved the ideal stiffness 

and performance with less layering of carbon and quantity of material, 

which led to a lighter frame.

Molding technology with attention to detail

In addition to the concept and the new material, we paid close attention 

to the details. For example, we used a fork with an integrated bearing 

race for weight reduction and a looped rear end for an ideal balance of 

stiffness and compliance. Also, the dropouts of the frame and the fork 

are made of molded carbon, shaving a large amount of weight. We 

designed R9R using the latest scientific analysis PROFORMAT for the 

weight and ride quality that racers needed. It’s the fastest and lightest 

frame with the right balance between power output and rigidity. A 

lossless ride is what you get. It can connect the rider’s feeling with the 

numerical value, which is the biggest feature and role of the new R9R 

and R6R series.

Stiff but comfortable loop end
RS9’s loop end connects the flexible but firm flat seatstay and the stiff chainstay. This unique 
end shape produces RS9’s best characteristic. Pedaling power is transferred to the rear wheel 
with minimum loss and twist of the rear wheel, while retaining the comfortable riding feel 
from the flexible chain stay. The result is higher in total rigidity, but absorbs and reduces 
needless vibrations from the road, reducing rider fatigue. 

Totally integrated fork
We paid close attention to detail on the 
R9R to shave weight. One example is a 
fork with an integrated bearing race. Our 
carbon molding allowed us to integrate 
the fork end completely with the fork 
itself, reducing extra weight, even with 
stainless plate reinforcement.

Integrated carbon dropout 
Our manufacturing technology made it 
possible to mold the dropouts of the fork 
and the frame from carbon. Everything 
uses the same carbon as the frame to 
shave as much weight as possible except 
the contact surfaces of the axles, which 
are reinforced with stainless steel. 
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A NIMBLE AND QUICK FEEL FOR RACERS AT EVERY LEVEL

R8R TECHNOLOGY

A racing model with the top racing philosophy

The R8R is a high performance race model that inherits the top racing 

model’s  design philosophy. It holds power loss to a minimum, 

accelerates quickly and perfectly realizes the ideal of a carbon road 

bike. This bike offers the great performance at a very reasonable 

price because of the careful choice of materials for this racing carbon 

model, supported by a model-specific design.

The frame shape for perfect racing performance

The development process of the R8R started with the selection of the 

frame materials. On this model, the middle layer is comprised of a 

fiber never used previously. The material used in this new process 

increases strength and stiffness due to its match with the carbon 

used elsewhere. Each tube on the front triangle is made stiffer by 

having a larger cross section both vertically and horizontally. The 

downtube is uniquely shaped to wrap the BB shell. 

Featuring almost the same shape as the top racing model, the 

seatstays are supple and absorb vibrations while retaining stiffness. 

This all results in making the whole frame nearly as stiff in acce-

leration as the racing model, with good response and a nimble ride 

feel, while the top tube focuses on comfort (using the same shape as 

the R8L), making the R8R excellent for long rides with the supple ride 

feel that only carbon can offer.

The perfect spec that racers can use without concern

The frame weighs in at 1170g (490mm size). The bike features 

practical and durable components but does not focus much on 

weight, so it allows riding at levels from intensive practice to race 

situations. It is compatible with the electronic shifting components 

currently popular among racers. It features an external cable routing 

for mechanical shifting in order to lessen friction in pulling cables. 

The R8R offers a great value with a similar silhouette and per-

formance to the high spec models. Those who race seriously will 

appreciate its nimble ride performance.
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PROPULSIVE FORCE MAXIMIZATION ANALYSIS TECHNOLOGY

PROFORMAT

The latest analyzing and simulation tech applied to frame 
manufacturing

It has been our mission to quantify the “feeling” of the ride and 

incorporate it into the production of our frames over the years. We 

have repeatedly pursued the ideal ride by working to understand the 

countless unknowns present in the world of the bicycle frame.

Bicycle development is all about paying attention to small details. 

Further, it is the riders who are able to evaluate them. Even our 

experienced development team had to guess how the design would 

affect the test riders’ sense of the ride and feel. In the past, these kind of 

speculative, unclear evaluations were what most bicycle development 

had to rely on.

A new standard of the development procedure has been set with 

PROFORMAT (Propulsive Force Maximization Analysis Technology), 

which was created by the Bridgestone central laboratory. This 

laboratory is the research division of the entire Bridgestone group. We 

focus on testing and developing materials such as rubber and urethane 

for Bridgestone’s key product, car tires. 

We applied the analysis and simulation technologies in this industry 

to bicycle manufacturing with a higher standard than ever. Our goal 

was to optimize the propulsive force, namely the pedaling efficiency. 

We created a design theory and applied it to the actual frame after 

gathering numerical values concerning the variations and deformations 

that riding creates in each part of a frame. PROFORMAT is the latest 

frame development system and a general cover term for the entire 

process of analysis.

Transforming ride feel into numerical specs, then back into 
ride feel

PROFORMAT has allowed us to analyze and quantify the performance 

that professional racers demanded more precisely than ever. We 

quantify the precise ride feel by considering the efficiency, material, 

aerodynamics, shape, measurement, rider, strength, stiffness and 

weight as a whole. Based on this comprehensive simulation, we can 

optimize frames with different purposes such as “winning races” or 

“riding long distances comfortably”.

The R9R carbon road racing frame and its aluminum version R6R are 

the first frames produced using the PROFORMAT research results. By 

maximally optimizing the propulsive force, we managed to allow the 

racers go faster while minimizing their physical fatigue even in extreme 

racing situations.

On the other hand, we have added suppleness to the long-ride models 

to reduce fatigue by improving propulsive force and decreasing energy 

loss. This is the design philosophy for R9L the carbon model. 

With PROFORMAT, we can simulate everything from selecting materials 

to determining thickness, which allows us to optimize the frame designs 

for different purposes. Fewer prototypes need to be produced and 

simulated numbers can be easily connected with the actual prototype 

bikes. Fewer prototypes, more evolution. This development system 

scientifically set a higher standard for the procedure of “connecting 

the ride feel and the manufacturing numbers”. Bridgestone bicycle 

manufacturing has evolved more with PROFORMAT than ever before.
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R9L TECHNOLOGY

A FRAME THAT ENCOURAGES YOU TO PEDAL FURTHER

Ride farther and more comfortably with PROFORMAT

R9L is a bike that can take you great distances in maximum comfort . 

Together with the rhythm from the frame structure that is the signature 

of this frame, let the bike roll freely with the lossless methods of 

PROFORMAT. PROFORMAT has been used to optimize every detail on 

this frame, redeveloping the fundamental technology and refining the 

shape. We gave the right amount of stiffness to the right spots to offer 

an ideal ride feel and strength with the minimum amount of material. 

This allowed us to manufacture an even lighter frame than before, 

reducing the frame weight to 940g in the 480mm size.

The result of the PROFORMAT analysis is to minimize the loss of 

propulsion force. The stiffness in every detail and the whole balance 

of the frame contribute to the suppleness of the bike. The whole frame 

absorbs vibration while keeping the rear triangle from being twisted, 

transferring as much of possible of your pedaling power to the road 

and ensuring the pedaling, momentum, and all the force provided is 

transferred to propulsive force. The sleek frame uses flat tubes to offer 

a perfect balance of stiffness and suppleness. Our design team has 

fully refined the ride feel, making it smoother and more comfortable, 

and minimizing its speed loss.

The detailed shape and construction.

We reconsidered the specs of the components. The bike now comes 

with wide 25C tires and has a tire clearance that can house 28C tires 

at the maximum. The seat post is 27.2mm in diameter and offers 

compliance. We redesigned the fork with a gentle curve and thin blades 

to reduce the vibrations from the road. The back curve of the fork is 

more gentle than the front. We designed the shape to make the fork fast 

and with an attractive, sleek look.

The total design that reflects our design philosophy

The frame was also designed with many curves to give a gentle 
impression. The curves are not only visually attractive, but are 
functional as well. Also, its appearance has been further improved by 
new design choices such as removing the lower crown race from the 
fork, and re-routing the wiring.
The color scheme expresses the design using the graphics. The 
accent color on the downtube indicates the stiffness of the lower 
frame, the one on the flat toptube symbolizes the compliance and 
the one on the chain stays realizes the asymmetrical design.

Embodies sophistication both in ride and manufacturing.

The R9L offers comfort throughout a 200km long ride. This long-
distance road bike rides comfortably and keeps the rider fresh, 
all thanks to PROFORMAT. The image of sophistication we had in 
developing R9L, can now be felt in its ride and in the bike structure 
itself. Feel this effectiveness and comfort on your next long ride.

Curved front fork

The front fork features a curving design 
for better vibration damping. By changing 
the curvature between the front and back, 
it shows a sharp look. The fork blades 
connect to the fork crown that integrates 
the lower bearing cup and offers the best 
vibration damping.

Flat seat stays

Flat seat stays to absorb vibration and 
combined them into a mono stay to 
connect to the front triangle. Then we 
used PROFORMAT to analyze how much 
bend was necessary for  the proper 
amount of compliance. Like the front fork, 
the seat stays gradually curve to connect 
with the toptube.

Sophisticated downtube

The frame features a curving design which is noticeable on the downtube. The curvature 
starts from the fork crown to the downtube while retaining stiffness. Compared to previous 
models, the lateral stiffness of the front is stiffer and its vertical compliance remains the same.
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Design a whole chromoly frame with the ideal shapes 

The RNC7 & XNC7 are made from one of Bridgestone’s original 

chromoly tube types, called NEO-COT. The main feature of a NEO-

COT frame is that it is recognizable even when the paint is completely 

stripped. It uses a kind of steel called chromoly. Typical steel bikes 

use a joint called a lug to connect tubes but NEO-COT bikes are 

lugless; instead, they use tubes with both ends widened then 

minimally heat-treated for welding. A close look at a frame shows that 

there are no round tubes, which is what NEO-COT is about. 

Stress and weight optimization is the result 

The NEO-COT concept was born in 1992. The development team at 

that time was pursuing the perfect balance of weight, strength and 

stiffness. They carefully researched how stress was applied to a 

frame in pedaling and finally came to the conclusion that frame tubes 

don’t have to be round. The common knowledge at that time was that 

a tube had to be round for stress and weight optimization, but for 

the team this was an obstacle to be overcome. They started looking 

at the problem from a different angle. Would it be possible to design 

a whole frame using these ideal shapes? The result of this process 

was bulge forming, a forming process which fills a steel pipe with 

oil and pressurizes it to put it into the desired form. It was used for 

another purpose then, but the design team found that they could use 

it to form pipes which connect to each other without need for lugs. 

In addition, a tube forming technology called the spinning butted 

process rolls out tubes to the ideal thickness without needing any 

scraping inside the tube. 

Perfect shape for a chromoly steel frame 

This is how the unique shape of NEO-COT was born. It’s light, ideally 

stiff and supple, and has the ideal shape for a chromoly frame. 

We removed the bridge frequently used to connect the chainstays 

because the NEO-COT shape is strong enough not to require them. 

The NEO-COT was born in Japan and is still produced at a factory 

in Ageo, Japan in the present day, so NEO-COT is truly “made in 

Japan.” Bridgestone has pursued an ideal and improved chromoly 

steel frame to the world’s highest standard. When the frame is 

stripped of paint, you can still tell it is NEO-COT at a glance because 

it’s the perfect shape for a chromoly steel frame, created by the 

passion that kept pursuing the ultimate frame form. 

PERFECTED STEEL FRAME TO THE PEAK OF WORLD QUALITY 

NEO-COT TECHNOLOGY

Headtube & lug NEO-COT was born to win

The shape around the headtube is the part which truly expresses NEO-COT theory and 
technology. The top tube and down tube are bulge formed to fit precisely to the headtube. 
These pipes are welded with least amount of connecting material. You can tell this frame is 
NEO-COT with a glance at this section.

NEO-COT was born in the early 1990’s, and made to be the fastest bike in the races. Prototype 
frames were raced in the Olympics in Barcelona (1992) and Sydney (2000), showing that they 
were taken to be the best in the Japanese domestic racing scene. The photo is Raita Suzuki 
who was a team MTB rider who raced in Sydney. 
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the wheels from twisting and use “U” shaped loop stays that let the 

rear triangle absorb vibration and give the wheels better grip on the 

road or trail. They convert your pedaling input to momentum without 

any loss and offer excellent torque on rough trail surfaces. The front 

thru axle also keeps the front suspension from twisting to optimize 

smoother action of the forks. By making both wheels stable, the 

frame becomes a construction that flexibly connects both wheels 

and offers a line tracing ability that lets the rear wheel naturally 

follow the front wheel’s line. 

High cruising speed and great acceleration from pedaling 

With light HM carbon and its racy geometry, the bike responds and 

accelerates well under hard pedaling. The bike responds to the 

rider’s input and accelerates quickly with pedaling on fast sections 

and climbs well without losing speed when it hits an uphill right after 

a descent. The loop stays, the supple material and the design that 

optimizes the road-holding performance allow you to ride faster 

and save your energy for the last half of a race. The X9B’s design 

philosophy is aimed for efficiency, to avoid any waste in speed or 

effort coming from material, shape or geometry. 

650B wheels for control and speed 

The bike features a 650B wheelset that rolls fast and handles well. 

The 650B is now the world standard and will have a familiar feel to 

riders used to 26" wheels, which means this is the wheel size to 

choose for riders from Asia, who are often shorter. With accurate 

control and essential performance in all aspects, The X9B is the 

cutting-edge XC racing bike. 

Properly placed center of gravity for better bike control 

The XC racing scene is evolving quickly and the courses have 

become more technical than ever. The era when a rider could save 

time by powering up a climb is over. The current world standard 

requires a skill set capable of dealing with the roughest trails and 

even some jumps. The X9B was born to handle the new generation 

of XC races that get more technical every year. Its characteristic 

feature is easy control. On a MTB, it is best to descend in a standing 

position on the pedals, and often to be in a position with a low 

center of gravity for easy control of both wheels. It’s necessary 

to balance both wheels with the rider’s body at the center and 

separate the body from the bike to ride fast and stably on rough 

sections. 

The thru axle allows the bike to trace lines accurately 

Both wheels feature stiff thru axles contributing to the X9B’s 

performance. These thick and strong axles allow the frame to keep 

The square downtube is boxed to connect with the bottom of the headtube and the toptube 
for better stiffness on the front end. The shift wires are routed internally to avoid mud and are 
attached at the angle that is calculated to have the minimum drag for shifting. 

Headtube & Forks Rear triangle with loop stays

The 1-1/8"–1.5" tapered headtube is 
designed to be shorter than traditional 
headtubes and is used with 650B wheels 
to give almost the same handlebar 
height as standard with 26" wheels. The 
suspension fork have the standard 100mm 
travel for XC racing. 

The rear end with the latest standard 142 
x 12mm thru axle keeps the rear wheel 
torsion stiff and helps absorb vibrations 
with the loop stays for a smooth ride feel 
and line tracing. 

RELIABLE CONTROL AND EFFICIENT RIDE TO THE PODIUM 

X9B TECHNOLOGY

Downtube




